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Another Crystal Land

Terri C Smith, Curator

Crystals are loaded with meanings that range from antiquity 
to science to new age shops and shady shamanism. When 

is helpful. As a curator who, admittedly, is intermittently 
obsessed with conceptual artist Robert Smithson (1938 – 
1973), I chose his writings and work around crystals as the 
starting point for Another Crystal Land. Smithson used salt 
crystals in some of his non-site work and it is also a primary 
material in his earthwork,The Spiral Jetty. In Smithson’s 
essay The Crystal Land he writes, “Fragmentation, corro-
sion, decomposition, disintegration, rock creep debris, slides, 

sky seemed to swallow up the heaps around us. Fractures 
and faults spilled forth sediment, crushed conglomerates, 
eroded debris and sandstone.” For this exhibition artists 
bring contemporary attitudes, technologies, and approaches 

Using hands-on manipulation of printed Skype screenshots, 
Debra Baxter and Margot Quan Knight create ruptures 
in their source imagery as crystals break, reshape, and 
obscure the faces in their photos. According to the artists’ 
statement, the Screenshots: Crystals series is the result 
of their participation “in the global nomadism of our time, 
whereby family and friends scatter across states and 
countries for work or study,” adding, “Drawing on Debra’s 

Screenshots: Crystals reprocesses Skype’s digital artifacts 

animation. Digital pixels mingle with organic crystals and 



Debra Baxter & Margot Quan Knight, Screenshots: Crystals, 2012, 
series of photographs

Rob and Deb, Pixels and Crystals, 2012, 

crystal shards. 

With Rob Smith’s Islands in the Stream, geological forms, 

architecture in his large-scale installation. Smith  says  his  
“artwork  distends  social  time  and  embodied  memory  by  
using  plastics,  mirrors  and  projected  video  to  make  models  
of  fantasy  from  the  materials  of  both  nature  and  industry”.  

as they form and grow. Smith also sees crystalline systems 
and processes as being akin to the mix of structure and 



Rob Smith, Islands in the Stream

results, emboldens Islands in the Stream with a sense of 

digital media. 

New Haven Register, there 
is a curated reading room that implies its former resident 

Smithson.  This room features wallpaper made from a 

on paper work titled Smithson Drawing

on the desk’s small monitor is Ben Goddard’s Marina’s Salt 

Rock from Smithson’s Spiral Jetty. 

Chris McIntyre’s sound piece Alogon, are direct references 



indication of the salt rock’s origin. By juxtaposing the rock 

based on its association with Smithson’s renowned earth art 
piece. 

Smithson Drawing, 2008, photocopy from scan 
of original drawing



Nearby, Chris McIntyre’s sound piece, Alogon, is playing 

piece from his ongoing, multi-format Smithson Project), 
McIntyre translates a Smithson artwork by the same name 
into the medium of music. McIntyre explains, “Alogon  is  a  

pitch material to articulate a formal transliteration of Robert 
Smithson’s work of the same title from 1966,” adding, “In my 
piece, the spiraling that naturally occurs in crystals is heard 

also experienced in the original six-channel iteration of the 
work by pitches entering speaker by speaker in discrete 

  

Ben Goddard, Marina’s Salt Rock from Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, 2011, still 



Another sound piece in the exhibition is sited in a row of 

four speakers, which are intentionally not synched. As the 

moment in the song, just as they are at a different moment 
in their trajectory through the space. This work, along with 

features a note from her grandfather in his writing, add a 

the show’s appreciation of and debt to Robert Smithson’s 
writings and artworks.

In a black box room near the lockers, Another Crystal Land 
brings a Smithson artwork into the mix with the artist’s 

Spiral Jetty

Footage ranges from a natural history museum to the Spi-

ral Jetty

helicopter upon the work’s completion. The ambient sounds 

Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings 
-

landscape appear a quake. A dormant earth-

was a rotary that enclosed itself in an immense 
roundness. From that gyrating space emerged 
the possibility of the Spiral Jetty. No ideas, no 



concepts, no systems, no structures, no ab-

site and nonsite whirled into an indeterminate 

in each other. It was as if the lake became the 

into the lake mirrored in the shape of a spiral. 

categories, there were none.

and making winds its way throughout the works in Another 

Crystal Land, an exhibition that enthusiastically, and a bit 
playfully, explores many of the qualities articulated by Smith-
son in his writings and artwork. While these artists are aware 
of Smithson’s thinking on crystals, each one takes his or her 

exhibition a structure analogous with the three-dimensional 



Checklist

Debra Baxter & Margot Quan Knight

Screenshots: Crystals, 2012
Series of color photographs

1. Screen shot 2011-01-31 at 7.46.50 PM (Deb, Minerals), 
2012

70 x 100 cm

2. Screen shot 2011-01-31 at 7.46.50 PM (Deb, Glass), 2012

70 x 100 cm

3. Screen shot 2010-12-02 at 7.11.22 PM (Eleanor, 

Spraypaint and Citrine), 2012

70 x 100 cm

4. Screen shot 2010-12-02 at 7.11.22 PM (Eleanor, Pyrite), 
2012

70 x 100 cm

5. Screen shot 2010-12-02 at 7.11.22 PM (Eleanor, Citrine), 
2012

70 x 100 cm



6. Screen shot 2010-10-24 at 4.07.17 PM (Linda, Glass), 2012

70 x 100 cm

7. Screen shot 2010-10-24 at 4.07.17 PM (Linda, Minerals), 
2012

70 x 100 cm 

8. Screen shot 2012-07-06 at 10.45.50 AM (Brooke, Quartz), 
2012

70 x 100 cm 

9. Screen shot 2010-11-30 at 3.09.20 PM (Zaida, Glass), 2012

70 x 100 cm

10. Screen shot 2010-11-30 at 3.08.48 PM (Zaida, Quartz), 
2012

70 x 100 cm

11. Debra Baxter & Margot Quan Knight

Rob and Deb, Pixels and Crystals, 2012

30 second loop

12. Debra Baxter

So Proud of You, 2012
Takeaway poster



13. Ben Goddard 

Marina’s Salt Rock from Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, 2011

30 second loop

14. Chris McIntyre

Alogon, 2010
Original sound composition on headphones

15. Lucy Raven

Smithson Drawing, 2008

16. Rob Smith

Islands in the Stream, 2012

Large entry room

17. Rob Smith

Everything I Do, I Do It for You, 2008/2012
Sound on four speakers

18. Robert Smithson

Spiral Jetty, 1970

35 minutes
Courtesy of Electronic Arts Intermix and the Robert Smithson 
Estate



About Franklin Street Works

art space, café, and social gathering place in Stamford, 
Connecticut. It produces original on-site and off-site 
exhibitions, artist projects, and related programming. 

two-story space includes three galleries and a café. Franklin 

Upcoming Exhibition Schedule:

Working Alternatives: Breaking Bread, Art Broadcasting, 

and Collective Action

October 27, 2012 – January 13, 2013

For Working Alternatives

Terri C Smith, and Jess Wilcox explore three threads of 

and mission (Wilcox); artists using media such as radio, 

examples, the exhibition also includes original artworks 

show’s themes. Working Alternatives’



Hirsch, Alison Knowles, Tom Marioni, Anna Ostoya, Legacy 
Russell, Chris Sollars and Jerome Waag. Franklin Street 

during the show’s run.

Your Content Will Return Shortly

myriad of artworks whose intentions range from homage to 
critique. Your Content Will Return Shortly (working title) will 
explore how contemporary artists harness the in-between 

and static.  Look to our website for more on this exhibition in 
the coming months.

Strange Invitation

Opening reception date TBA

With Strange Invitation Franklin Street Works’ continues 
to explore the blurring of boundaries between participation 
and creation. Going more deeply into the idea of bringing 
artists and thinkers together in direct ways, Strange 

Invitation



producers to participate, and then those people choose a 
collaborator with whom to work. Franklin Street Works has 

Reanimation Library, which will create a branch library in 
our upstairs gallery; Andrea Reynosa who was a co-founder 

project. The three teams will then design a space within the 
Franklin Street Works galleries that encourages audiences to 

Franklin Street Works’ Hours are: 



Screenshots: Crystals, courtesy of Debra Baxter and Margot 
Quan Knight 

Islands in the Stream, courtesy of Rob Smith 

Smithson Drawing

Marina’s Salt Rock from Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, courtesy of 
Ben Goddard 

Spiral Jetty, courtesy of Wiki Commons 
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